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SUMMARY

PROBLEM

Examine the resporue o'f the mdartive line canceller and ennancer (ALICE) processor
to inputs vwhich contain sinusoidal interference in uncorrelated noise.

RESULTS

It was found that under certain conditions the steady-state output power spectrum
of ALICE coutains peaks at the frequencies of the interfering sinusoids. The growth time of
these peaks iL generally much longer titan the ALICE's responac time to a signal. Once these
peaks appear at the interference frequencies, their presence can interfere with the detection
of other signal peaks in the output power spectrum.

Different methods of eliminating these peaks were examined:

I. Increasing the ALE delay to decorrelate the notch
2. Increasing the notch width

3. Adding uncorrelated noise to the ALE input

Experimental data were generated to indicate the validity of these analyses,
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INTRODUCTION

It is frequently of interest to detect the presence of narrowhand signals which art
corrupted h) broadband nois and narrowband interferences. Since the center frequencies
of the signals and the narrowband interferencez may not be known precisely and may pos-
siIly drift. handpasu and notch ilters, whose frequency response characteristics can continu-
ally adapt to provide simultaneous adaptive enhancement of the signals and adaptive c'ncel-
lation of ffhe narrowitand interferences, are of interest.

A promising implementation of such an adaptive processor uses the Widrow-Hoff
LMi allonthm. and consists of an adaptive noise canv'ller (ANC) followed by an adaptive
line enhancer !ALE) Ireferences I through 4). This implementation (rigure Ii is referred
to as an adative line canceller and enharncer (ALICE) processor (references 5 and 6).
The primary input to ALICE. x(.j . cQnsists of narrowband signals as well as broadband and
narrowband aoise: the reference input to ALICE, xr(j). consists of narrowband components
at all trequences where nu.rrowhard interference is expected to occar. In genera:, the
primary input will contain interference at some, but not all, frequencies present in the ref-
erence input. The output of the ANC. q(j), is narrowband sirals, broadoand wAse, a;,d
notches at the frequencies of the narrowband components in the reference input. A typical
plot of the power spectral dcnities of x(j). Sxfw) and q(j). S 4(W) is in figure 2.

0Iumm. uI rll

Fi~o I. ALICE pwocum.

The output of the ALE md ALICE, y(j), k~a~y consists only of the narrowband
SWa In practc. however, two facton omwected with thi ALE prIvent ALICE from

aie~,g It Weal pe nrfcmmau. The fbe* factm, th. weit voctor nois occ.rrWl ki the
ALE, arm from gradient sathe euon hi the Wbow-ioff iJS algoride (rmfarces 2
and 7). (The effect of weight vector noie on the poww s pctral dwnsty of y(j), Sy(w) are
dlicumed In more detail on paen 22 to 2S.) The swconm factor is more fwdamentae and is
directly related to the bac poal ouf tho ALL As Mcumaed by a member uf mathon (rofer-
enom 3, 4, 8, 9, 1,I ,m 1d I t ALEis a adapf, impmentatJoA o s lifear
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prediction frter which attempts to estimate the input & stops into the future. (The pre-
dictlon distance & is referred to ms the bulk deiay of the ALE.) Therefore, the balk, oal
is prediction. When the input to the ALE const of Anusoidal signals in noise, which We
an a ppoxlhat* f"t power sectral deewity. tha Vsi of pretkAion i onmiauit wirh fwrm-
inst biudpes tltrs at ft dim M fnqwmlu (ofamc 2, 3, 4, wd II). Thka-e, the
ALE iffttiwtt ,m tOn main lb. the ulgq* far dte C.. Imawqv, oe4 the be•k-
puw1d no•im b nc a fWt poa"r 4ectwm, the bedia of tm ALE oan *aper dricly
frm!I simple banipms lMtvh4 a the vWum ftvqvsclee In portcvuW when the pow"r

ietw m of Own input twksmunmd nMle oatihMs otdchw which bnm bea ae@d to a
result of cvcIn •mswdwt,,i *im a ms, -s bm the cme of the ,UL.'E pracmi, 1kh.

A!,. OUtW pewEr * tmm mwy m uatmlm-d peAs at the faquendi of t >

notches. This is clemuy own In t'uie 3 ww the output power *ectnun of the ALE,
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SYAI), is zDtotted in accoi~ancr with the input power spectrumn. Sq(w)a i n fixure 2. The
enhanced ~Agnal as cloaady evd~mt in ihe ALE output and a peak is also evident &i the
frequency of the notch. T7he pwrtsence o' this peakt us a consequence of the behavior of
linear prediction Ptelt.~ to input W-cvtra which contain notches or zeroes.
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Figure I Plot of the ALE output power spuctnamn, .Mien the input powe spectrumi contains
a notch and U. ALE no-mils wu tift notch. (ALI purmwvs af as 11 r~gwc 2.)

It isa theO -wp.I f dwthswo" to exabduineaalytically aOd 1sxui~aty the
vesom of AL1CE io hinpui iectna which ciontals OwncJdzl ;nterfwmumc in WncOrateIdff
noiMs1. tin Pet~WC~r. it is uhowa Iin tw Meal WehM thot Mbs. inubW*a hifrrfrW*,;SL We
pnuint ha *he pyiniar Input to AUCE the AMC reon-dsby hmic a match at tk*
fuwqdS~y cCi the hinstraffga, which ca^ Wi taM,, PuadM~ Mrarambb Poisal in &tc PtWe
qsp.VunS t ofteAA. CE vutputsat the fr w,qa naof 1.otnsches. St isaha own iayi
cgfly aind uwiperkstaly that the pw..mmom cW aQuma peaslu dief ALE out~ut can be
PrVAvWte by plw "ubecam of .U, #ad Am: Pinus. 4
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RESPONSE OF ALICE PROCESSOR TO SINUMOIDAL INTERMVRENCE

IN UNCORRELATIED NOISE

ANC RESPONSE TO SINUSOIDAL INTERFERENCE

As previously uihcussed, the ALICE procesor is usually faced with the task of
simultaneolisly canc:lling nanrowband interferences and enhancing narrowband signals
which arc immersed in broadband nois. In this section, we will be prnarily conct,-oed
with the noise-canceiling caAbihlt~es of ALICE. In particular. the power spectral density
of !he ALICE output, Sy(w), will be derived when the primary input to ALICE. xtj).
contains an interteuing sinusoid as well as uncorrelated noise. The reference iitput, xr0(),
is assumed to contain a noise-frer copy of the interfering sinusoid. The cm where sinaIs
are alse present in the primary input will not be treated in this repoil.0

To exaraine the ALICE output power spectrum, the rsponse of the AN( to a
sinusoidal interference in broadband noise must first be determined. Glover (reference I
,,as given a complete analytical treatment of the AN. response when x.0) 4Lontains a
no~se-free cony .f the interfering sinusoid. i.e., when

x)4C) Cos j. (c)

In eiuation (I), wr represents the frequency of the interfering sinusoid (normalized to the
spample frequency, i.e., Wr - 2ffrT, where fr is the sinusoid frequency in hertz anc T is the
sampling interval in secods-) and C is the ampiiudt of the itrrtt , o Gle•r.-- j
shown that to a good approximation the ANC will form a narrow not-,b Wte. with the
transfer function, HANC(z) (from x to q in figure 1). iven by

(z - eJi"r) (z - e-Jr)
HANC(Z) "- (Z -Z) (Z---- (2)

where

Zo et"C + jr (3)

and

C2
NO14 - (4)

• If tke ulind Wqnncn mawe uamuil by a Im Met U - of One ALL, AMI will, to paw-
appa ,~edoe. wmlsqc bspmsadedy to lb aaba. For a ion comlst tustwont of t* AIJR low
to ni il oiaub m iradwii make, rqn to vehI S wm It.
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In equatacs 141. N K~ the nmberw or ANC filter weiuts and .aANC(s the adaptation constant
o( the ANCA rekwauwnm an mW D-h7 dwgtai froquenc-y respome of the AM? can be found
bý P"I"ISIHANWC- for alws ofuia from. 0 tow. A typ"Ic plot of IHANrJI is

ptnemfig ture 4 11t n wnportunt to note (equation (2)) that for a noise-free sinusoidal
:wkence the friquenucy rspons of the ANK7 squab zwo at w tw ic

w12
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For the cae of sinusoidal interference and uncorrelated noise in the primary input.
Sx(w) is given by

SOW•) - 00 + 2 I- 6 •E•A=r) + 6(w + W)l. (7)

In equation (7), o• is the white noise powcr, a; repreents the power of the sinutmidal
interference in the primary Ohannel. and 6 j') reprectnts a Dirac delta function uihw-h has
the following properties (reference 13):

6(x - x0) 0M dx o(X) (8)

and

4 x) 6(x - x0 ) - O(x 0 ) 6(x - x0 ). (9)

In equations (8) and (9), O$x) is any function that is continuous at x - x0 arid C is any
interval that contains the point x - x0 . From equations (5), (6), (7), and (9), the power
spectral density of the ALE input is given by

S•) - 06 ) 1 2 (10)

Equation (10) shows that, if there is perfect ANC canoellation at Wa - t,.r the injt power
spectrum to the ALE will consist of a notched noise spectrum. A typical plot of Sq(w) is
in figure 5 .Because of 6oi e wurc;s such as q----t.; 1... I will not
exactly equal zero and, therefore, the ANC will not cunpletely cancel the intwrfenng
sinu-soid. However, in most situations, such a small amoi int of the interference gets through
to the ANC output that equation (10) provides a good approximation to the ALE input
power spectrum.

ALE RE.PONSE TO NOTCHED INPUT NOISE SPECTRUM: WIENER SOLUTION

As previously discumed, the ALE is an adaptive implanentation of a linear pnreict-
Oe filter. The ALE uses the Widrow-Hoff LS algoithm to update continually its rdter
weights (reference 8):

wk (i+ l) Wk(J) + 2ALE (qO) q a -A - k)

1-)

t-0 I.
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where wk(j) is the jth update of the kth weight of the ALE, JAALE is the adaptation con-
stant of the ALE, and L and .4 are, respectively, the number of ALE weights ard the
ALE delay (or p -ediction distance). (A number of the properties of equation (11) is
discussed in references 2 through 4 and 7 through 12.) The. particular property of

equation (1 1) which is needed in this section concerns convergence. In particular, it has
been shown in references 8, 9, and 14 that for uncorrelated stationary inputs the expected
value of wk(J) converges to the solution of the Wiener-Hopf matrix equation, if
0 YI'ALE < I/Amax, whure Xmax is the largest eigenvalue of the data autocorrelation
matrix:

Pim E [w k(j) i = - w k , k - 0,1 .... ,L - 1 (12)

In equation (12) E I- ] denotes expectation and wk is the kth component of the
L-dimensional vector W*, which is the solution of the Wiener-Hopf matrix-equation:

R W* - P . (13)

In equation (13) 1& is the L X L data autocorrnlation matrix with elements ( k - p(AR - k),
where p(R) - E[q(j)q(j + R)] is the autocorrelation function for q(j), andZ is the L-dimen-
sional vector with components (.)k - p(k + A). It is noted that P(M) mny be obtained from
Sq(W) through the transformation

9



P (2 ) = Sq(w) ejwRO dwi. (14)

Since the power spectral density of q in equation (10) will closely resemb'e't that
of uncorrelated noise, the uncorrelated property of q(j) is a good assumption, if0 A 1.
Therefore, the analysis of equation (13) will provide a good description of the mean
steady-state behavior of the ALE. The effects of weight vector noise, as well as the transient
behavior of the ALE for a itationary input with a power spectrum given by equation (10),
are discussed on pages 22 tirough 25.

An analytical technique which can be used to solve equation (13) is discussed in
reference 15. However, before directly applying this technique to equation (13) with p(Q)
given by equations (14) and (10), it is useful to replace Sq(w) in equation (14) with Sc (w):q

S c()q = 20 (eJw - ejwr) (e- aJ) - e-Jwr)
q 0 (eJ - eliwr-) (e-J" - e-Jwr-)

(15)

2 -Cos (Wr - W)
0 cosh -cos (wr - W)

A typical plot of Sq(w) is in figure 6. A comparison of figures 5 and 6 shows that, if wr is
not too close to zero and if P 4 1, c (w) is a good approximation to S (W) for W > 0. The
solution of equation (13) for w• wit¶S (w) in equation (14) replaced %y S (W)is much
more amenable to analysis than when p$) is computed directly from equation (14). Fur-
thermore, since S (wo) is a good approximation to S (w) (especially in the vicinity of
W Wdr), it is expected that the behavior of 1H(WO)?nearco w wr. wnerm

L-i

O-(ej(,k + I) , wt(16)
k-0

can be described to a Sood approximation when Sc (w) is used to compute p(R). Therefore,
to gain insight into thr. steady-state behavior of the ALE for a notched input noise spectrum,
we will consider the solution of equation (13) when o(1) is derived from equation (14) with
Sq(w) replaced by equation (IS).

For this case, p(Q) is given by

p(M) a S (w) d(02 dw

. c:sh I:z-I 1i 1'+ Q 1( (17)o0 s{() inh' 1P(7

'TWI
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Figure 6. Plot of the approximation, Sc(w), to the true ALE input power spectrum. a - 1.0 and " 0.05.

Equation (13) can now be solved by the method of undef'ermint; coefficients (reference
15), In particular, since sC(w) hs-' two zeroes, both at wo - Wr (as seen in equation (15)),
we can assume a solution for w* (corresponding to the treatment in reference 15):

wk - AejwTrk + Bkejwyk (18)

The conztants A and B can be determined by substitution of equation (18) into equation
(13). The result is

A - "€-cosh fil2 eCA + JwrA, (e-P + L - e'l))
(L (cosh- 1) +uinh )(1 -e-#) 2

2(1~cnhD)2ef(19)f1 oh2 O-A + jtf As - 2 1 ... - .....
(L(coh 0 - 1)+ sinh 0) 0 - e

For -4 1, equation (18) is gIven to a good approximation by

-#A + Jr
""( -I)+ ÷*(L-)+ni - kehk ,041 .(20)

1W
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Equation (20) is the expression for the impulse response of the Wiener filter to a
notched input spectrum given by equation (15). To obtain a bettperspo t1v on the
limpication of equation (20), the squarm of the frequency response, I H*(w) I , must be
examirmd. From equations (16) and (20) we have

tH*w~i = (LP/2) +I 011(L-2 + L =r-

(21)

4- P2 1 ( 1o2 P-4 1

where

L(O,) (22)
L ; W 0

and

. cos woL2 sin ,J2 - in WL',2 Cos W12 . 0

S'L (w) (23)dw ~ 0;in0.

Equation (21) ~may bc further simplified for L )' 1:

I~ H*uo 12 ML'2(r-4) 1- ) 21
4 L L tw-w)]

(24)

•< 1; L•, I.

The conditions 0 4 1 and L. I anre excellent approximations for the purposes of this study
and will therefore be assumed in the subsqtsent formulae. In fture 7, a typical plot of
IH*(w)I 2 from equation (24) ik shown. Mao, forsake of comparison, a plot of IH(o(w)1 2 ,
calculated using the rese autocorretation function, p(t), derived fom Sq(), is also shown.
AU expected, there is ittk difference btween the two plots in the vicinity of wo *Wr. An
interesting feature in fltmre 7 is the very large peak .naoe of IH*(w.)1 2 at the notch frequen-
cy. The fimiting value of this peak fot lari L is given by

1HO (cor) 12- e 2  L 2  (25)

(from equation (24)). Equation ('S) domw thst the squar, of the ffrsnci ren~ e p f of
a linear prediction filter to a itdlwd hnp Mpecrm lncrauss wi th L' at thi frequency
of tho notch. This result is in drastic contrast to the fiquency niml of a Ilinar peo-
diction filter to an input qwcmm with a lmod awut hrlbeand noise, in the latter
case, the MI Unm value of the ftqumW respows at he uoao" rMquesy approw6a
I fo' lue L (referoam 3, 4. 9, I0, md I I).

12
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'Men two quite different repopmofaa linear prediction -11teru to notce~s and sinum-
olds iun be uandentood intuitively traon the "whiteunft"' filter intorpretation of a linea
prediction filter. Briefly, It has been Pbown, e.g., retesence 16, ~that when A a I the orror
output sequtce from a linear prediction flkt, wh1kt Is the input sequence leg the output
sequaence frorm the predletho MWte, Ib Iprzatl un rIII A In the lkim.t of talus I.
Therefore, the poawe obctnm~ of the pvtiction fite u mer "O bi~a s Ia pproxhnately flat.
Pmsco&k and Traltel (rstwermn 16) hawe dww that when L Ib tapg and A I

I mHlu,1 (26)LI
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where Xmn is the rMnimum-mean-square error of the prediction filter and S(w) denotes
the power spectrum of ihe input, There are other ways of deriving equation (26), and the
reader is reterre tce reftsences 9, 10, 17, and 18 for a more complete discusson. The
important poinrt, how•.ver, is that when the input spectrum in equation (26) containa a
notch at -ome frequency, w.,r the denominator on the riht side becomes very small at
W IF'W dopending on the notch depth. Therefore, I HO(wd) I must become correspondingly
larp~e. Vice versa, when the input spectrum contains a sinusoid at riome frequency, w0 , the
denominator on the right side bftomes very large ht w = w0 and H*(w 0 ) must approach
one. It is irnteresting to note that. with respect to the peak vaiue of IH (w)I at Wa Wr
or wo, a prediction filte-r can rtspond much more strongly to notches than to signals. It
should also be noted that although tho "whitening" filter argument only applies when
A ,, I, it does provide an inilcation of the behavior of I H* (w) I near the notch frequency,
even when A > I. (Indeed, #- is seen in equatiorn (24), the parameter A enters into the
expression for I HO (w) on'y th!-oilh the scaling factor, e-Pl, which drives the frequency
response to zero as A -- .I

To appreciate more fally the implications of the above results as applied to the
ALICE processor, it is important to derive the ALICE output power spectral density Sy(W).
For the case of negligible ALE w.eight vector noise, i.e., /ALE- 0 . Sy(w) is obtained to a
good approximation from

Sy(to) - I HO(0)l 2 Sq WW). (27)

Since we are only interested in the behavior of Sy(w4 ) in the vicinity of w - wr,
equation (27) may be approximated by

Sy(W) H. I (W)l12 S&•t) (28)

where I H*(w)l 2 is computed from equation (24). By substituting equations (15) and
(24) into equation (28):

SioI +(V12)- ON(Wr -) XL (29)

wbhre

2 SuL/2 du u/2 -s u142 am u/2)2

{ 2 (L+(,W)2s d 2 u/2

%L(U) -(30)
0 ; u 0.

7J - -77'



From equations (29) and (30) it is seen that Sy(M) can be expreused as a product of the
envelope function,

.. ,.a 0 -22A

Ffl(Jrw) 0 (31)
P2 + (p2/) - co (w.r W)

and the ocillatory function, XL(Wr - (0-.

Aplot ofFp(u) suld XL(U ) H in frgkre 8. aS.ed on d.•t from -figure 8 and equation

(31), the shape of the envelope function, Fp(u), is wsen to resemble closely ttCat of the

power spectrum of a finite bandwidth signal whom bandwidth is proportional to i. The

peak of F(u) at u 0 is given by

X LI

FF (.i,-iw
-X L(Wr-ADD

1.4 - - - -

1.2

0.S OA'j OA04 W2
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FO(O) - aO2 e'2PA (32)

(from equation (3 1 )). Note that the maximum of Fp(u) approaches a2 for small P and A.
Based on data from figure 8 and equation (30), the oscillatory function, XL(u), is seen to
oscillate uniformly for values of u which are outside the interval, lul < 2w/L. Inside this
interval. XL(u) peaks to a maximum at u - I/L. which is approximately given by

XL (/L) ft I + 4./W2 f 1.4 (33)

for L P 2P- 1. It then drops to zero at u a 0. From equation (30) it Is seen that XL(U)
converges pointwise to the following limiting function for large L:

LP 2r- II u#O
XL(u) * (34)

10 ; u0.

A plot of the product of Fp and XL, i.e., SyW), is in figure 9. It follows frcm equa-
tions (29) and (34) that, in the limit of large L, SO(W) converges pointwise to the envelope
function, i.e.,
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L 3P20-1 Fpwr-w) ; w
-* 1W(I) (35)

In the'icinrify of w *wr SY(w) peaks to a maximum which is approximately given by

Sy~wriw/lL) ft 1.4a 02(6

(from equiltions (32) and (33)). Therefore, if the effects of weight vector noise are
neglected, the ALE and ALICE output power spectra will closely resemble those of a
finite bandidwtdh smlnal, when the ka1put to the ALE has a notched, flat power spectrum.
However, there is an -exception in the vicinity of w. - w where SYMi peaks to a maximum
at w - w I - wlL (siven approximately by equation (36)) and tI'en drops to zero at
W Wr. lrhis behavior is almo evident in figure 9.

TECHNIQUES TO ELIMINATE PEAK IN ALICE OUTPUT SPECTFRUM

Since the peak in Sy(w), which arises fr.mi a notch in the input spectrum, can inter-
fere with the detection of signal peaks, it is de~iirabie to examine different techiniques for its
elimination. Perhaps the easiest w~ay to remove the peak near w * wr is to increase A. As
seen from equation (29). the peak appirochea zero as 4-20lA. Therefore, increasing A so
that A b-rl will effectivety eliminate it. This is indicated in figure IOA, where a family of
curves for Sy(w) is plotted foT increasing values of A. It should be noted that increasing
the ALE delay may also deceirelate narrowband signa!3 whose inverse bandwidths are much
smaller than A.

ANC param~eters and the power in the reference sinusoid through equation (4). In particular,4
if 0l 'q I /L, the envelope function FpVi) in equation (311) is oi* nw'ew thuat the prerouct of

zeo h nu t hof eoesucmae ndteA ieo e t tm 1)apo the

aprroaches zero (from &-uation (32)) and tht peak in SY(W) near wi n w, is einiisaiated.

Sy~~~~~cre forsWotdfo nfesn

The aditlor of uncormlated noise of power Uajto the ALE input, su..Bsted by
Treichier in reference 19, may also be anothor wuay of effectively reducing the p~k. The
ALE input power Vpectral d'iuty near w w~is approeds Aly giveE by Sý (W) +0i
where S-c Wh) is Siven by eqaation (15). Note that the effect of i stVAueth oc
depth. N;flirfor1 from the vbitWWnlng fliter arpimeW P~,eaemte earlier, it 6- expected
that the peak in SY(w twr~a ) a w- iN be r~4uoei. PUt of 5(SOW ane presented is flgawe
11 f Or mncasinvalueso at uI /a. OAs wote6 in refernace 19. itis moae effective to modIify
the ALE's adaptive uAu~pdns rathe than to add main to the AUE input. Such a moA-ifcsa
tion, w"k has te saeefet -s addftg ad. to the AUE input, has boes devekped by
Treich). (ef rWes 3). and P~ cedb IM islwy LMSW dodutsn. 't dwAuM be sntad tha
the disadvanag of adding noie I* tho AUl ipt s that the MA npi adt tidhm

rmtuo of low WWve sipuk wid be NOWhu reducd.

17



A finail technique is to examint Q(w) a I I - V* (w) 1-2 (with A -110. This quantity,
which has been referrd to by Griffiths in references 9 and 10 as tht mc"ified, maxizmiu-1 entropy
spectral estimate. gives sharp peaks at the 9AigWa frettuencies. Fuithenri.;re, as ;an be seen fro 5ia
equation (26), if the input spectrum contains a notch, 0(w) it. the limit of large L will ilso
contain a notch. Lt~is is seen in figure 12, where Q(w) is plotted corresponding Zo an input
spectral density given by equaL an (15). A possible disadvantage with using 0(w) is 'that the
resolution capabilities of 0(w) are highly dependent on the irnrit signal-to-noise ratios, andi
for low ratios the varin~bility in the peak va~ues of 0(w) ca.. be qjito sfcvere (mrferenc~e I t).
Nevertheless, the iis.- of Q(w) in the ALICE processor, as cppc-sedi to Sy (W), may prove
quite useful in certain situations, i.e., for high signal-to-noise ratios, and should be further
investigated.
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WEIGHT VECTOR NOISE AND TRANSIENT EFFECTS IN ALE RESPONSE TO
NOTCHED. INPUT SPECTRUM

In this section, we will consider two factors inherent in the LMS algorithm that strongly
affect the ALE'i ouput power spectrum. The first is the level of the background no.sc
siectrum in Sy fw). which mainly arises from ALE weight vector noise. The second is the
ALE transient response time to a notch. If this time is very long, !he peak values for sy(,w)
(pages 8 through 17) will acver be observed, since the ALE will not reach its steady-state
behavior. In this wction both factor% will be examined separately

Backgpxond Noise Level in ALE Output Spectrum

To determine the effects of weight vector rooise on the ALE's output, we will derive
an expvession for the power spectrum of the output, S•(w). which will include the weight
vector noise. To do this, the autocorreletion function of the ALICE output, y(j), will be
considered first (in correspondence with the treatment in reference 20). The expression for
the ALE (ALICE) output, y(j), in terms of the ALE input, q(j), is given by

L- I
y(.j)" u (vk(j)+w*)q(j-k-A) (37)

k-0

In equation (37), vkU) i: the difference between the instantaneous values of the weights
determined from equation (I1) and the Wiener solution, i.e.,

vk 0) --wk (j) - wk . (38)

The quantity ri(j) represents the ALE weight vector noise. Its statistical properties have
been derived in reference 1 and are further discussed in references 20 and 21 . For the caoe
of uncorrelated inputs. vk(j) is a zero-mean noise component with variance given by PALE
p(O). where p(O) is equal to the total ALE input power. Furthermore, it has been shown
(reference 2) that, although each noise component. vk(), is highly correlated over time, the
weight vector noise components are uncorrelated from weight-to-weight, i.e..

E I vk(j) vk+.t(i)l - PALE (O) 6(i -.j) (39)

where 6(k) represents a Konteise delta function.

From equatiovns (37), (38), and (39), as well as a few additional assumptions, we can
derive some statistical properties of y(j). In particular, the mean of y(j) is obtained from
equation (37):

,IA L-I

E IY Y l E vk(i) q Q k - k -&)] + wk E [q(j kI -A)I. (40)
k"O k"0
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Each sumn in equation (40) vanishes, if q(j) is approximately uncorrelated, which is a very good
approximation for 0 ,9 I (see equation (17)). In piarticular, for the case of uncorrelated
inputs, it has been sihown (reference 2) that Vk(J) is uncorrelated with q(j) and, therefore,
the first sum on the right side of eqaation (40) vanishes since vk(J) is zero mean. Also,
assuming the uncorrelted noise component in the primary is zt~ro mean and that the ANC
may be approximated by a linear, time-nnvariant filter (a good approximation, references I
and 2), then q(j) is also zero mean and 'he second sum on the right side of equation (40)
vanishes.

The autocorrelation functi'n of y(j), ry(2). may also be obtained from equation (31):

r( E Ijj)y~j + = EI (' w')(vk, (j+Q),*,) (q(j-k.-.))
k 0 k 0 k k

4 +e-k'-A)j. (41)

Using the previous assumptions as well as equation (39), we have
•' L- I L-!

rY(Q) = (PALELP(O))P(R) + • 2 0w wk, p( + k-k') . (42)

The meaning of each teim on the right side of equation (42) becomes clearer upon trans-
forming ry(e) to obtain the power spectrum, Sy(w):

S(Wo) = ry(R)e-jWR£

- (UALELP(0)) Sq(w) + IH'(cw)12 Sq(Wa). (43)

'f he seond term on the right side of aquation (43) is the output power spectrnm from an
ALE with negligible misadjustment noise. (This term was analyzed on pages 8 through 17.)
The first term on the right side of equation (43) is a scaled version of the input pow - spectrum,
Sq ), and arises from the weight vector noise of the ALE adaptive algorithm. A typical
plot of Sy(w). ca.culated from equation (43), is presented in figure 13. The peak in Sy()
ne.'r w -r is observed in contrast wl!- the background weight vector noise level, Sy. The
magnitude "f this noise level, Sy, is approximately given by

S - PALELaO (44)

(from equations (10) and (43)).
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SY(W)
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F.jtu.e 13. Theoretical plot of the output power spectrum, Sy(w), which includes the effects of

.02
weiltio vector noise. 15-0.05; L a 200; ,• _= 1,0. ,& ;adJL .05

The detemining factor in whether the peak is observed in Sy(M) is the ratio R of the

peak magnitude to the background noise level, Xy. This ratio is approximately &lven by

R m 1.4 • e'20A/MALEva L) (43)

utrom equations (36) and (44)). When 5ALF0oL < -20A. R becoma quite large and the
peak inSy(w) near w = wr is clearly observed. Vice versa, for small vaiues of e6- 4, e.g.,
A : ", R decreases in value and the peak is lost in the background weight vector noise

level of Sy(w). It is interesting to note that in this latier came IH(w)1 2 approach.s zero (as

discussed on pages 8 through 17), and that the shape of Sy(w) resembles that of the notched
inaput spectrum, Sq(w) (see equation (43)).
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Trnsaient Response Tbnme To a Notch

It has been shown (references 7 and 8) that by diagonalizing the l matrix in equation
(13) the transients in the mean ALE weight vector will consist of sums of exponentials With
time constant) given by

1
1" 2. ,(46)

SP 2PALEOp

where Xp is the ptli eigenvalue of R. In general, a precise treatment of the dynamics of the
ALE is very complicated because of difficulties asisociated with diagonalizing B. Even for the
special case of a notched input power spectrum, given by either equation (10) or equation (15),
a closed-form expression for the eigenvalues of the corresponding B matrix for arbitrm ý3, L,
and wr has not been derived. However, as noted by Treichler (reference 19), when tht product
OL is much smaller than one, the autocorrekation function of q(j), viz, p(R), closely resembles

S. that for a sinusoid in white noise (see equation (17)). Theiefore, under the assumption that
13L 4 1, Treichler (,-efeence 19) shows (in correspondence with the analysis in reference 3) that
the ALE time constant for a notch is approximately given by

I _ _ 1

TNOTCH 1 (47)S2PALE o 0 (1 - AL/2)

It is interesting to compare equation (47) with the ALE time constant for a sinusoid
with power 02 in white noise, with power o:

TSIG 2 2 (48)
2PALE (o0 t i2s L/2)

(from. mfetence 3). Comparing eq,.wtiens (47) and (48) rcveals that, with respect to the ALE
co•vergence time, a notch in white noife may be thought of as a sinusoid witui nepttive power,
-o 0, in the linit of anall OL. This, in turn, implies that the ALE reiponst time to notches

- wilw generilly be lonper than the ALE response time to signals. It must be emphasized that
these transient retults are only valid for OL 4 1. A more general treatment of the ALF trans-
ient response to notches lrs -not yet bt n attempted.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ALE RESPONSE TO A NOTWHI-D INPUT SPECTRUM

In this section, experimental plots of the steady-state ALE output power spectrum
are presented, where the input spccttim consitts of a notch in white noise. The input, q(j),
is generated by passing white noise into the primary channel of an ANC and passing a sine
wave with voltage, Vref, into the reference channel of an ANC (figure 14). The ANC used
in thase experiments was built lt NOSC, wherea• the ALE was built at the Autonetics Division
ef Rockwell. In all experiments, the sample frequency was 2162 Hz.
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white primary

noise

AMC q4|L ALE

output

We".
at ow 350 Hz

Figure 14. Test setup used to enerate ALE output power spectrum. The noise bandwidth wu
I kkh and the noise voltap wu 0.6-V ms.

The first set of experiments (figures 15, 16, and 17) was performed to examine the
effect of increaaing the ALE delay, A, on the ALE output power spectrum. As previously
discussed such an increase should decorrelate the notch and therefore eliminate the peak SY(w)
near the notch frequency (see pages 8 through 17). This is clearly obeerved in figures 15 through
17, where A is increase from 200 to 1000 sanples or, equivalentiy, from 93 to 463 msec.
When A = 200 samples, the peak in Sy(w) is obviously evident (figure ISB). in figure 1 SD,
the fine structure of the peak can be examined in more detail; in particular, a null in the
center of the peak is evident. The presence of this null is in agreement with the anstlytical
results obtained on p~ies 8 through 17. Also, a comparison between the 3-dR "width of the
peak in figure 1 SD and the 3-dB notch width in figure 1 5C reveals good agreement within
the noise variances of the spectrum plots. This is also in agreement with the analytical
results on pages 8 through 17. When A is increased to 350 samples, the peak is flattened
(figures 16B and 16D). When A - 1000, the notch is completely decorrelated by the ALE,
and the ALE output power spectrum also contains a notch (figure 1 7D). This is in agreement
with the discussion on pages 22 through 25.

!n figures 18, 19, and 20, the effects of increasing the notch width on tht ALE outpit
are examined. As Al As increased, the peLk in the ALE output power spectrum will eventually
decreae (see pages 17 through 21). This is clearly evident in the figures, where the reference
voltage Is increaed. Incresing V f also increases P (equation (4)). In fixure 18, where
Vref = 0.6-V rms, a large peak in fy(w) ip otserved at to Potch frequency. However, when
Vref la further increased to i .3-V n. (fliur 19), the peak is flattened. When Vre. is ftrther
increased to 1.5-V nms (OIpre 20), the product, PA, Is larg enough so that the ALE has com-
pletely decorrelated the notch and a notch now appears in the output power spe,-trun (in
accordance with the discussion on pego 22 through 253.
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Pktt A. ALE input spectrum from 0 to I kHz.
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Part C. ALE input spectrum from 300 to 400 Hz.
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Part A. ALE input spectrum from 0 to I kIdz.
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Part B. ALE output spectrum frwm 0 to I kHz.
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Ifrt C. ALE input spectrum from 300 to 400 Ha.
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Paut A. ALE input ap"ctruw frome 0 to I kHz.
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Part C. ALE input spectrum fsoam 300 to 4(X) Hix.
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Put A. ALE input Lspctnam from 0 to I Uk.
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Part C. ALE input spxtrm from 3W0 to 400 Hz.
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Part A. ALE input safctnam from 0 to I kHz.
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Pwrt C, AUE input spectrom from 300 to 400 Hz.
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Part A. ALE input spectrum from 0 to I kHz.
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Figure 20. ALE respohse to a notch for L 2046, N, 128, PALu 2"1 3 ,,PjJC" 2 10, A. 200, and
V *f I.S.V rms.
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Part C. ALE input spectrum from 300 to 400 Hz.
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ALCE RESPONSE TO NOTCHES

In this section, results of experiments performed on a hardware implementation of
ALICE (designzd and built by Rockwell) ar. present-d. This particular device implements
both the ANC and ALE in one unit and represents a realistic implementation of ALICE.

DThe purpose of this section is to establish a range of values for some of the ALICE
parameters so that undesirable peaks in the ALICE output, which arise from cancelling
sinusoidal interferences, can be eliminated. For these experiments, tht: ih. 'its to the primary
channel of the ALICE consisted of white noise and a sine wave. The noise bandwidth
was I kHz and the noise voltage was I-V rms. The frequency of the sinusoid in the primary
channel was 200 HM and the voltage was 0. 1-V rms. The inputs to ihe reference channels were
two sinusoids at 200 and 454 Hz. The voltages of the 200- and 454.Hz sinusoids were 0. 1-V
rms and 0.5-V rms, respectively, and the sample frequency was 2162 Hz. A diagram of the
experiment is in figure 21 and a piot of the power spectrum of the primary input is in figure
22. The input to the ALE part of the ALICE processor consisted of two notches at 200 and
454 Hz.

In the first set of experiments (figures 23, 24, and 25), the ALE delay was varied
from 200 to 1000. The adaptation parameters were set to PANC m 2-10 and AALE - 2-13.
In addition, N was set equal to 87 and L to 638. The trends of the experiments were similar
to those in figuxres 15, 16, and 17. in figure 23A, a plot of the ALICE output power spectrum
is presented I minute from the start of adaptation for A 200; there are no large peaks at
the notch frequencies. (As noted on pages 22 through 25, the ALE ada t!on of time for
notches is generally much longer than the ALE adaptation time fo? signals.) In rfure 238.
which was made 5 minutes after the start of adaptation, two peaks at the notch frequcncy
are clearly visible. Even when A is increased to 500, two peaiks are still evident (figure 24B).
However, when A is increased to 1000, the peaks at the notch frequencies ae gone 4fter 5
minutes of adaptation (figure 25B).

In figures 26, 27, and 28, the widths of both notches in the ALE input spectrum
have been increased by increasing AANC to 2-8 and keeping the values for PALE, N, and L
the same as in figures 23 through 25. The ALE deay Is then once again varied from 200 to
1000 sample. When A a 200 samples, peaks at the notch frequencies can be seen after 5
minutes of adaptation (fitgure 261). However, when A is increased to 500 and 1000, the
products of the notch widths and A are Wrge enough su that ALICE has completely decor-
related the notches and the notcher now appear in the AUICE output after 5 minutes of
adaptation (figures 27B and 283).
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CONCLUSIONS

In this report, the response of an ALE to s notched input ipectrum was examined. In
particular it was found that when the irput to a-n ALE consisted of a notch in flat noise, the
steady-state ALE output spect•um contained a peak at the notch frequency. in general, the
ALE response time to the not&, was much Ikeger than the ALE response time to a signal.
However, once the peak in the ALE output power spectrum app•ared at the notch frequency,
its presence could interfere with t.e detection of other signal peaks. Therefore, different
methods of eliminating the peak were examined. It was found that incr-asing the ALE delay
would decorrelate the notch and thus eliminate thec tndesirabie peak. It was also found that
by increasing the notch width, the peak could be elminated. Another m ethod included the
addition of uncorelated noise to the ALL input. Experimental data indicated the validity
of these analyses.
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